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Abstract. Cultural transformation is ubiquitous, and the interaction between tra-
ditional local culture and modern local culture can achieve the mutual shaping,
reorganization and renewal culture through adaptation or repercussions. This study
addresses cultural transformation in terms of its change, cognition and adapta-
tion. The study reaches the following conclusions. First, the perspective of cul-
tural change reveals the changes of physical culture, institutional culture, behav-
ioral culture and mental culture. Second, cultural cognition of local culture can
be expressed through cultural cognitive changes from the perspectives of daily
life, preservation of traditions, modern festivals, social interactions and religious
beliefs. Third, in the dimension of cultural adaptation, changing local cultures
reflect adaptations and differences in affection, behavior, and cognition. In addi-
tion, the transformation of local culture has theoretical and practical significance
in culture sustainable development, such as culture protection, inheritance and
development.
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1 Introduction

New cultural geography reflects how the thinking of one culture is transformed into
another culture, but considers when something is created that makes it impossible to
see the end of one culture and the beginning of the other [1]. It is impossible for every
nation to cut off its own history and cultural traditions to accept a brand-new modern
culture of modernization or an ideal world [2]. Therefore, during its slow evolution,
local culture carries cultural imprints of traditional society as well as the cultural flavor
of modern society. On that basis, local culture can be divided into two parts: traditional
local culture and modern local culture. Besides its application in research, this division
respects the equal status of different components of local culture, and it abandons the
concept of modern mainstream culture [3]. The division emphasizes the intercultural-
ity/intercultural integration, intercultural boundaries, historical specificity, and accuracy
of sociocultural spaces [4].Modern culture becomes a constituent element of new culture
through the integration of traditional culture [5].
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In society, cultural transformation is ubiquitous, and cultural homogeneity in tra-
ditional closed societies no longer exists [6]. In the era of coexistence of modernity
and tradition, mobility has become extremely frequent and complex, and local cultural
and environmental meanings are characterized by fragmentation [7]. The location of the
local culture’s focus also exhibits structural adaptive differences in cultural perception
[8]. Adaptation to changing local culture is a response to the local human and natural
environment. This is not only the collective memory of history, but also the seculariza-
tion of traditional local culture, the dissolution and fragmentation of local consciousness,
and the reconstruction of the cultural adaptability of local culture between tradition and
modernity. In society, we adapt to the changing culture and then adopt new cultural prac-
tice [9]. Changes in local culture can be attributed to how the basic values and central
concepts of traditional local culture are adjusted and transformed under the requirements
of modernization [10]. The changing local cultural adaptability is not only affected by
the long-standing and deep-rooted traditional cultural values, but also by the continuous
impact of modern cultural trends. The collision and exchange between traditional and
modern local cultures have narrowed cultural differences. At the same time, traditional
culture has continued to develop, and traditional and modern local cultures coexist [11].
The cultural environment determines the cultural schema. Different ethnic groups have
different cultural schemas, due to differences in living environment, language, religion
and other cultural traditions [12]. Changes of cultural schemas are conducive to the
sustainable development of culture. Under local cultural transformation, the question of
how to integrate modern culture while maintaining local cultural characteristics is an
urgent practical problem [13]. The study of cultural change, cognition and adaptation
in the process of local cultural transformation has theoretical significance and practical
value in terms of culture sustainable development, as well as it is meanfull to cultural
protection, inheritance, and development [14].

2 Local Cultural Change

Local culture generally refers to the sum total of all material and spiritual cultures.
According to the four-way classification of culture, local culture is divided into physical
culture, institutional culture, behavioral culture andmental culture [15]. Since the begin-
ning of human history, nomatter whether any individual nation in theworld has been able
to accept the national culture of other bloodlines, there is nothing in human physiology
to prevent this acceptance. Hence, we ask what special changes in human behavior are
completely independent of this physiology. Culture is not only a complex of biological
heredity, but also culture does always changing [16]. With the development of society,
the meaning of local culture transformation is the change from one state to another state
[17], accompanied by the flow and change of culture [18]. And cultural transformation
is always accompanied by national development [19]. Cultural transformation is mani-
fested as the substitution of modern culture for traditional culture. Meanwhile, Culture
change is also the selective preservation and reconstruction of traditional local culture
[20].

Local culture transformation is also need some theory supporting, such as interac-
tive transformation theory, cultural inertia theory, and cultural self-consciousness the-
ory. Interactive transformation theory believes that cultural transformation is a historical
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Fig. 1. Research framework of local cultural change

process. It is not a simple replacement between modern and traditional cultures, but a
new culture is generated through the conflict, reconciliation and reorganization between
modern and traditional cultures [21]. Interactive transformation theory recognizes cul-
tural renewal, cultural inheritance and diffusion, cultural innovation, cultural integration
and fusion, cultural conflict, cultural crisis, cultural traps and cultural resistance [22].
Cultural inertia theory creates and reproduces tolerance and intolerance for change.
Associated concepts are path-dependence theory, the lock-in effect, structural theory
and the interaction of identity signs to show how places are located with similar or
other important places [23]. Cultural self-consciousness theory can be summarized as
“each is beautiful, the beauty of the beauties, the beauty and the beauty together, and the
world is harmonious” [24]. Cultural self-awareness theory strengthens the independent
ability of cultural transformation, and independently obtains the position of deciding
whether adapt to the new environment and cultural choices in the new era [25]. As a
kind of cultural epistemology, cultural self-consciousness is a conceptual expression of
the complexity of human cognition. Cultural self-consciousness includes cultural iden-
tity, cultural comparison, cultural reflection, cultural criticism and cultural innovation
[26].

The modernization of local culture refers to the fundamental transformation of peo-
ple’s way of life from traditional culture to modern culture, manifested as a positive and
adaptive process of cultural progress and change, and its essence is the development of
culture (Fig. 1). Therefore, local culture can be divided into two parts: traditional culture
and modern culture [27]. Moreover, the exchange between local traditional culture and
local modern culture reduces homogeneity and increases heterogeneity in society. As
well as it makes the values of social members increasingly secularized. The associated
core concepts have shifted, to secularization, contractualization, liberalization, equality,
and commercialization [28].

3 Local Cultural Cognition

Local cultural cognition can be understood by the primordial theory, constructivism,
relational theory, boundary theory and harmony theory related to cultural identity theory
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[29]. Local cultural cognition is a dynamic process of pursuing common cultural values
and cultural complexes between “self” and “others” with common history and ancestors
[30]. Local cultural cognition is the expression of the rational order of interculturality,
which is an order of reasonable dialogue between “self and other” [31]. Interaction and
effective dialogue between cultures realizes the dialectical cognition between self culture
and other culture, so as to reconstruct local cultural characteristics [32].

Existing research has identified two types of cultural cognition: the acquisition of
cultural values and practices; and the maintenance of traditional values and practices.
Bicultural identity is the degree to which an individual identifies with two different
cultures [33]. Changes in biculturalism may affect the transformation of the cultural fit
framework, since high levels of bicultural identity are not in conflict with the goals of the
two cultures, andview them in a non-antagonisticway.They engage in culturally adaptive
transformation through external cues of cultural consistency. Low bicultural identities
linking cultural meaning systems lead to chronic polarization of cultures, as activation of
one system spreads to another [34]. On this basis, communication between two different
cultures can lead to many outcomes, and the corresponding changes are closely related
to the phenomena of cultural adaptation, imitation, rejection, and deculturalization [32].

Meanwhile, in the process of interaction between traditional local culture and mod-
ern local culture, a series of cultural cognition changes will occur [32]. There are two
modes of cultural cognition: one is high awareness of both cultures, and the other is
low awareness of two different cultures [33]. High-level cognition does not necessarily
replace or exclude low-level cognition. Different levels of cultural cognition can coex-
ist. Even on the basis of different levels of cognition, they can develop their original
characteristics and form a multilingual and multicultural whole [35].

Intercultural communication is very important to cultural cognition. Meanwhile, it is
often reflected in psychological and social changes in cultural cognition through place-
specific belonging, stress, emotional symbols, processes, and behaviors [36]. Racism,
racial identity and psychological functioning are an integral part of an individual’s focus
on understanding the world from a cultural perspective, and reflect an individual’s in-
depth understanding of culture in daily practice. In this process, individual cultural
cognitive differences arise from the combined effects of society and emotion [37]. At
the same time, individual cultural cognition is often represented by traditions, religions,
beliefs, values, standards, attitudes, and social relations, and the fundamental signifi-
cance of cultural cognition among different components lies in mutual equality, respect
and understanding between different cultures [38]. The essence of individual cultural
cognition is the subject’s recognition of the object (self culture and other culture) on the
basis of identity, admission, understanding and respect to shape the sense of belonging,
emotional attachment and psychological convergence of places.

Possession of the cognitive ability required to face the cultural transformation is
the key to whether economic and social development can achieve the expected goals.
The ultimate goal of the systematization of human society is to be able to regulate and
accommodate the norms that guide everyday life [39]. This is the representation of ide-
als, values, beliefs, attitudes, and symbolic practices that local cultural cognition has
long relied on [40]. It defines the positions and tasks in social interaction, traditional
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Fig. 2. The research framework of local cultural cognition

preservation, modern festivals, and religious beliefs, as well as the similarities and dif-
ferences in cultural perceptions in daily life, social interaction, traditional preservation,
modern festivals, and religious beliefs.

Local cultural cognition is a representation of conceptualized relationships [31],
which are characterized by the existence of different cultures and cultural diversity.
Cultural cognition emphasizes the “pressure-adaptation-growth dynamic” process [30],
which is characterized by strong internal subjectivity and is constrained and influenced
by the external field of culture. It is necessary to clarify the basic boundaries of tradi-
tional local cultural cognition and modern local cultural cognition [33]. Cultural cogni-
tion is a continuous process of change, because cultural cognition is affected by situa-
tional variables and changes at different times, meanwhile, its cognition is influenced by
some index and varies in different dimensions [41], such as demographic characteristics,
foreign language impact, traditional cultural constraints, policies, the development of
modernization, and changes in social conditions (Fig. 2).

4 Local Cultural Adaption

Adaptation to local cultural differences is a complex construction process, including
a sense of belonging, attitude, achievement, practice, identification and adaptation to
traditional and modern cultural components in local culture [42]. Cultural adaptation
is a response to the transformation of local culture, and its essence lies in seeking the
authenticity of the relationships between people and the environment. The phenomenon
of local cultural adaptation changes is reflected in everyone, such as different individual
and people. Cultural adaptation has distinct characteristics, continuity in time, common
traditions, common future, and changing identity [40]. Local cultural adaptation is a
dynamic process that leads to changes, due to constant communication between individ-
uals or groups in terms of affection, behavior and cognition; these changes depend on the
communication and cooperation between two or among more than two independent cul-
tures [41]. The adaptation of meanings, rituals, norms, etc. reflects the changes of local
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culture in terms of affective categories, behavioral patterns, and cognitive characteristics
[43].

In this context, there are two basic questions for cultural adaptation strategies: first,
“is it worthwhile to maintain traditional local culture?”, and second, “is it worthwhile
to maintain modern local culture?” Both questions can be answered by “Yes” or “No”
[44–46], and hence there are four strategies of cultural adaptation as follows: assimila-
tion refers to the rejection of traditional culture and identification with modern culture;
isolation refers to the rejection of modern culture and only identification with tradi-
tional culture; fusion refers to the identification of traditional and modern culture; and
marginalization is a rejection of both cultures [47]. The two cultural adaptation strate-
gies of assimilation and isolation are the realistic expressions of affection, behavior
and cognition, while fusion is the ideal strategy of individual cultural adaptation, and
marginalization reflects individualistic psychological performance during cultural adap-
tation [48]. Meantime, in a pluralistic society, there is an interaction effect between
the maintenance of traditional acculturation and modern acculturation [49], and due to
the complexity of the local acculturation system, there may also be transitional types
of acculturation. Theoretically, the above cultural adaptation strategies are respectively
characterized by their affection, behavior, and cognition [50].

Cross-cultural studies is based on the dissimilarity of specific cultural systems with
related individual ideas, i.e., the study of networks of connections such as ideas, values,
beliefs and knowledge. Individuals of the same culture are understood as the frameworks
that influence the affective, behavioral, and cognitive frameworks among individuals, so
they can communication by sharing their cultures’ learning systems [34]. Under exter-
nal stimuli, the individual will produce three successive stages of reaction: cognition,
emotion and willingness. The cognitive stage is an individual’s primary response to
external stimuli, which refers to the knowledge and interest in local culture, acceptance
and judgment, respect for religious beliefs, and patience with different cultural customs
and lifestyles [51, 52]. The emotional stage represents the happiness with different parts
of the local culture. The behavioral dimension represents the rationality of social and
cultural functions, referring to the acceptance of local culture, adjustment of lifestyle,
communication between different cultures, and trust in social interactions and adapta-
tion. The willingness stage reflects the possibility of an individual engaging in a certain
behavior. This is the process bywhich individuals’ or group’s attitudes andwillingness to
local culture are formed, so some different culture interactions are the result of cultural
adaptation by the way of affective, behavioral, and cognitive reflection and response
[53].

The reason for the differences in local cultural adaptability is the continuous con-
tact among individuals or groups with different cultural characteristics, which leads to
changes in the original culture. The adaptive differences of local cultures are related to
how to express oneself, and this importance has risen to the narrative process of self-
adaptation to changing local cultures. It is usually using the three dimensions of affection,
behavior and cognition to study individuals or groups adaptability to different local cul-
tures [54]. Typically, exposure to modern/traditional local cultures includes learning
specific skills of a new culture, managing stress, dealing with unfamiliar environments,
changing cultural identities, and enhancing relationships among different cultural groups
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Fig. 3. The research framework of local cultural adaptation

[55]. Meanwhile, daily life, preservation of traditions, modern festivals, social interac-
tions and religious beliefs are the elements that need to be considered during cultural
adaptation.

There are some superficial and deep cultural differences in cultural adaptability.
The superficial differences focus on the visible differences in the parts that characterize
local culture, while deep differences mainly refer to differences in values. And the
surface cultural differences can be adjusted through general cultural adaptations such as
age, gender, food, housing conditions and climate, while the deeper differences among
cultures require self-transcendence in terms of values such as beliefs, communication and
work [56]. Differences in cultural adaptation are considered as differences in cultural
distance among different cultures [57]. Meanwhile, the concept of cultural distance
proposed byHofstede [58], and the concept of cultural distance provides a good reference
for the cultural differences between traditional local culture and modern local culture.
Moreover, the impact of cultural distance on affection, behavior, and cognition may
be attributed to group or agglomeration effects [59]. Therefore, cultural distance can
be defined in terms of affection, behavior and cognition, and it reflects the adaptive
differences of local cultures. The impact of external forces promote the circulation
and flexibility of cultural adaptation, and traditional culture has the ability to maintain,
organize and renew itself when it is impacted by modern culture [60]. For example, the
compliance of traditional culture, the influence of modern culture, the application of
science and technology, policies, globalization, and economic development may all lead
to the cultural difference and its adaptation (Fig. 3).

Under the influences of constant changes and mutations, cultural adaptation will
also undergo a process of resurrection or revival, but it will also follow a particular path
of cultural adaptability until it reaches a stable equilibrium state [61]. Increasing the
resilience of individuals’ cultural adaptation often requires resource-based trajectories
[62]. The resilience of cultural adaptation is in fact a process of the life cycle of cultural
development [63]. U-curve theory andW-curve are concrete manifestations of the elastic
process of cultural adaptation [64]. There are three modes of cross-cultural adaptation.
One is the learning process model, in which cross-cultural adaptation is a continuous
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learning process. The second is the cognitive perception model, also known as the stress-
coping model. The third is the “W”-shaped curve of cross-cultural adaptation, that is,
the recovery model [65].

At the group level of culture, cultural adaptation is the result of cultural exchange
and interaction. When one culture enters a different cultural environment, the two dif-
ferent cultural types will undergo cultural changes. For example, the cultural policies of
different cultural groups, migration changes in motivation, social structure, economic
base, political organization, and cultural customs, have a pressure-buffer effect, and
achievement and social integration are the ideal results of cultural adaptation [32]. At
the individual level of cultural adaptation, in the process of cross-cultural communica-
tion, the individual adapts to the changing culture at the psychological level. Different
cultures may change people’s self-identity, social ideology, values, attitudes, beliefs,
behaviors and psychology [66]. Finally, the adaptation to cultural change in both psy-
chological and sociocultural aspects is achieved [6]. The use of psychological measures
of individual cultural fitness depends on their ability to access information rather than
simple demographic characteristics [67].

5 Discussions

As a complex self-organizing system, local cultural adaptation promotes the critical
phase transition of the cultural adaptive system through internal and external mecha-
nisms, and promotes the coordination of relations between people and cultures, among
cultures, and between cultures and the environment. The adaptive mode of local culture
is the pattern, process of local cultural changes, cultural cognition, adaptation and its
internal and external mechanisms.

The interaction between traditional and modern local cultures realizes mutual shap-
ing, reorganization and renewal of cultures through the adaptation or response of differ-
ences. In the self-organizing systemof culture, cultural change, cognition, and adaptation
form a complex nested relationship. In the network system, cognition of local culture is
the process of cultural adaptation.

In turn, cultural adaptation is the process of cultural change, and cultural change is
the result of cultural cognition and adaptation. Changes, cognitions, and adaptations of
cultural systems reflect the evolution from disorder to order, low-level to high-level, and
simple to complex.

At the level of local cultural change, cultural changes are manifested in physical
culture, institutional culture, behavioral culture, andmental culture. This is both a process
and a result. Cultural interactive transformation theory, cultural inertia theory and cultural
self-consciousness theory can explain local cultural changes.

At the cognitive level of culture, the modern adaptation model of local culture can
be highlighted through cultural cognition and changes in the dimensions of daily life,
preservation of traditions, modern festivals, social interactions and religious beliefs.
Cognition of local culture can be explained by cultural identity theory, ethnic identity
theory, and implicit and explicit cultural cognition theories.
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The cultural adaptation layer reflects the adaptation and difference in affection,
behavior and cognition to changing local culture. Resilience theory of cultural adap-
tation, stage theory of cultural adaptation, and individual level or group level theory of
cultural adaptation explain the processes underlying cultural adaptation.

6 Conclusions

Local culture can be divided into traditional culture and modern culture. So the cultural
change or cultural transformation is manifested as the substitution of modern culture for
traditional culture. Moreover, the commnunication between traditional culture and mod-
ern culture reduces homogeneity and increases heterogeneity in society. The dimensions
of cultural transformation reveal four aspects, such as the changes of physical culture,
institutional culture, behavioral culture and mental culture.

Local cultural cognition has long relied on the fundamental significance of cultural
cognition among different components. This lies in mutual equality, respect and under-
standing between different cultures. Cultural cognition is the representation of ideals,
values, beliefs, attitudes, traditions, religions, standards, social relations, and symbolic
practices etc. Local Cultural cognition can be expressed from the perspectives of daily
life, preservation of traditions, modern festivals, social interactions and religious beliefs.

Cultural adaptation is a response to the transformation of local culture, and its essence
lies in seeking the authenticity of the relationships between people and the environment.
Meanwhile, there are four strategies of cultural adaptation as follows: assimilation,
isolation, fusion, and marginalization. In addition, the reason for the cultural adaptive
differences is the continuous contact among individuals or groups who have differ-
ent cultural characteristics. Furthermore, local cultures reflect adaptative differences in
terms of affection, behavior, and cognition, and cultural distance reflects the adaptive
differences.
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